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About This Game

"As the Children of the Ancients sweep through the mining operations of the Northern Provinces, destroying all in their path, the
Executor flexes the industrial might of the State to quell local rebellions. Laperia burns and Kimmel, the charismatic leader of the

Children, will stop at nothing until the empire is reduced to flinders."

Fractured State refines the RTS genre into fast-paced strategic urban combat where the machine driven imperialistic faction of
the Laperian Imperial Army battle to remain in control against the Children of the Ancients, worshipers and masters of an

ancient power. Choose a side then vie for control of each territory where taking over new buildings gives tactical advantage,
provides the ability to recruit more specialized units and army wide bonuses, as well as impart overall dominance of the area.
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Doing away with overly complex micromanagement and mass resource gathering, Fractured State focuses on battle strategies in
an urban environment. The only real resources you must manage are your troops, building occupation and time. Each specialized

unit requires a specific amount of time to prepare to enter the fray and each building you take control of determines map
population, recruitment options and territorial control.

Created by modders for modders, Fractured State is being built from the ground up to embrace the modding community by
focusing on mod-friendly design options throughout development.

In a land engulfed in a brutal civil war split between technical advancement and ancient ways, magic and machines, oppression
and rebellion – which side will you choose in this fractured state?

TERRITORY CONTROL

Battle maps are split up into territories. Occupy the most structures in a territory in order to keep control of it. Territories
provide army-wide bonuses and increase the number of troops you can control. Reinforcements you request arrive via your

controlled territories. Controlling territories and denying your enemy a foothold are the keys to victory.

BUILDING OCCUPATION

Buildings represent important strategic points; this is primarily an urban war after all. Some buildings unlock abilities, new units,
passive bonuses, or squad refreshes. Storm buildings to uproot and destroy entrenched enemy forces. You have full control of

your units whether they are inside or outside.

WEAPON ACCURACY & RELOADING

Your soldiers must keep a mental count of their ammo, or else they could lack it at a crucial moment. No soldier hits his mark
100% of the time, and no weapon is completely accurate. Distance plays a role. Closing down on your target is dangerous but

can yield better results.

COVER

The most common cause of death for soldiers of the Laperian conflict is exposure. And bullets. And exposure to bullets. Cover
makes your units harder to hit. Troops in cover can be dispatched more easily by flanking and rear attacks. Troop placement and

cover management are critical to your success.

EARLY ACCESS LAUNCH FEATURES

 Map Editor – Create and share your own maps with the Fractured State community

 7 Playable Maps – includes 2, 3 and 4 Player Maps

 Multiplayer - LAN and Online

 6 Unique Units per Faction - Children of the Ancients: Knight, Ancient Fist, Warden, Vicar, Ruhk and Fanatic
Laperian: Conscript, Grenadier, Transport, Surgeon, Flamethrower and Sharpshooter

 Multiple Combat Styles - Open area, Occupied Structure and Cover Based
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Title: Fractured State
Genre: Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Mechanical Monocle
Publisher:
Mechanical Monocle
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: 3 GHz Intel i3 or equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 570 or Radeon HD 7870 or equivalent DirectX11 card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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Crap from phones. No Vertical view, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 controls, invisible bullets, boring levels etc.
Graphics is kinda nice but this game is waste of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing time. Stay away, do something else.. nice ww1
mod dude. more coh1 mode plz ^ ^ . especially i want blitzkirg mod. Pay to win advantage. Not really that tactical if you face
better units. Lack of balance. I'd prefer to pay for the game, and for everyone to have the same opportunity to win.. CAN'T
STOP PLAYING!!!! GREAT GAME - FULL OF SUSPENSE! JUST FIND THE MUSIC A LITTLE "GRATING". I wouldn't
mind if the game was free but to ask for 2 euro for a game thats 14 minutes long is insane. There is no payoff to this so cold
"Story" and if you see the trailer thats it you have seen the whole game take my advice stay clear of this game.. Pretty cool for
casual gaming... for a short time, is pretty fun to play... but gets boring at large...
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Fun Game,
keep making them
I will keep buying them. Good game to kill your time. it startes out interesting then gets really boring. Old but gold, this game is
what a Rts should be and with an added no nonsense capture the world campaign, oh I remember playing this as a kid with a
general's hat and proudly pronouncing to my parents that I had captured the world!

need a Re-make in a decent engine, Oh and the modding in this game is deliciously easy and great!. Great Game its Like 45
minutes and in them 45 minutes its rage and relief , if you RAGE alot you should 100% percent buy bleach it helps alot !. A
long time has passed since I began to play this game on my Amiga! I hadn't played anything past the second instalment so
thought I would buy the complete set and start my journey all over again.

(Picked up complete series 1 to 5 for £10).

Not going to lie, the game is a bit of a mess and can be / is difficult to play through.

That being said liked the scenery and 3D graphics (despite screen tear). It has some really good moments. The story is good and
the return back to point and click from the third is welcome. Notes have also improved since the prequel.

Still there is no dialogue skip. On occasion, denied revisiting conversations that held valuable information.

The negative review is due to 2 HUGE GLITCHES; George gets stuck in the Vatican area following the cut scene with Anna,
and where Brother Mark gets shot. This was remedied by holding SPRINT and MOVEMENT KEYS but caused frustration. A
further glitch prevented me from seeing the ending, after separating the MAP from the ID CARD this vanished from the
inventory

It's like some sections of the game are done by someone who has never played a point and click game before or absolutely hates
the genre and want you to hate it too.

4th one down, last one to go!. This is a fun game where you can build a farm and talk to townspeaople.. Don't play much Indie
games but this seems good, very creative things to do, only 1 hour with the game so far, still exploring more but with only about
14$, i recommend it!

⎠⎠⎠Small discounts list on our Games and Bundles! ⎛⎛⎛:
Hello dear players! Today we have prepared for you small list of our games, which can be purchased with a good discount!

Games with discount:. Trading Cards!:
Trading cards have been added! Currently working on version 2.4, aka the last version. It will include an area I've wanted to do
from the start but never had a chance to, where Ayumi's flashlight gets broken. (will also fix a small bug where the achievement
"My voice is dead" couldn't be gained).. 2019 FTW!:
Hey guys! How did your 2019 started?

We started it working full time in the Campaign Mode. And during this week there was a very important milestone ��

Since everybody is with this whatever-age-challenge, here's on the left a draw I (Tobias Rusjan) made when I was 10 years old
and wanted to make shooting games more than anything; and on the right is the amazing piece of art of our talented teammate
Fernando Muzzio (20 years later):
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News are coming soon, stay tuned!

- Facebook[www.facebook.com]
- Twitter

Tobias and the team at Saibot Studios. LNY Sale.:

The Lunar New Years Sale. Patch 0.729b is out on Frontline!:
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Frontline only!  Click here for Frontline instructions[secretsofgrindea.com]

Patch Info. New Hotfix (2.5.5):
Hi, CardCreators!

Hotfix aproaching!

Bugfixes
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